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I N theCA (controlled-atmosphere) type fruit and vege
table storage described by Smock ( 4) ·~ the temperature 
is regulated and the level of m.:ygen and carbon dioxide 

is controlled. The equiJibrium oxygen level must be equal 
to or below the desirecl control point if the oxygen level is to 
be controlled. The equilibrium m.:ygen level is determined 
by the rate at which the fruit consumes m.:ygen and the rate 
at which oxygen leaks in~o the storage room with the outside 
air. The rate of uti! ization or respiration is more or less 
fixed by the fruit variety and the storage temperature; there
fore, the suitability .of a room for CA storage is determined 
by leakage rate. Sinc.e leakage is a funltion of pressure 
differentials adsing from several sources, (Pflug and Dewey, 
2) any mecban ism that reduces pressure differentials will 
have a substantial effect tJn the equilibrium oxygen level. 

'fhe possible use of an expansion device or breather bag 
to reduce leakage in CA storages was proposed by Pflug and 
Southwick .. (3.) .· They found that pressure di{[erentials and 
accomp anying leakage due to temperature cycling of the 
refrigerator could be reduced through the ulie .of a suitable 
breathing device. Continued stu,dy of the leakage character
istics of refrigerated CA storagcs indicates that the volume 
change is proportional to absolute temperature changes and 
that the temperature cycle is of the general shape illustrated 
in Fig. 1. The frequenly of the temperature cycle is a func
tion of Lhe temperature differential of the off-on thermostat 
and the heat gain on the refrigerator; however, total leakage 
is related to the heat gain of the storage rather than the dif
ferential of the thermostat. 
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Fig. 1 Act un I temperature cycle of refrigerated apple storage using 
on-off tcmp~mture control 

The author dis cusses selection and operation of a 

breather bag for the controlled-atmosphere type 

of fruit and vegetable storage, and shows how it 

acts to reduce air leakage and as a safety device 

The breather bag serves a.~ a reservoir for the confined 
storage room and funct ions hy giving np air to the room 
during the cooling part of the temperature·cyde. It operates 
in parallel with the leaks in the storage room; therefore, 
to be eilective it must supply and· recover air with very 
small pressure differentials. As the bag is made more 
efficient, the amount of a ir cntciing the room through the 
leaks will be reduc.ed; however, some air will always enter 
and leave the storage room through the leaks. 

In making recommendations for a breather bag, the space 
requirement and coot must be balanced with desired effi
ciency. The breather bag should be large enough to supply 
thl" room with the required air with a differential pressure of 
0 ,005 in of water. The shape of the breather bag is very 
important, since it must supply and th~n recover alr from 
the storage. The breather bag is located outside of the stor
ag~ roor.l and in ord~::r to function must contain a large 
volwne of air at equilibriwn (The prcssurc inside th~:: bag 
is equal to atmospheric pressure). To accomplish this the 
bag is supported hy a rectangular frame ( Fig. 2) that per· 
mits the lower portion of the bag to assu!T\e the shape of a 
catenary (at equilibrium). The pressure-volume charac
teristics of a bag that contains aic at equilibrimn are related 

F ig. 2 Brenther b~g lmi:l~rgoing te~t1 to determine pressure-volume 
· characteristics 

'l'hls article i• reprinted from A.ORI CUI.1'LIJIAJ. F.NmNmFlR!Nfl ( Vlll. a7. llO. /, DD 176·177, J\lly. 1956). 
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Fig. 3 Pressure-volume characteristics u£ two sizes of breather bag~ 

to the length and width of the supported top, the depth, and 
the weight of the material f rom whiCh the bag is fabricated. 
Increasing either the length, width, or depth increases the 
quantity of air that can be removed from the bag for a given 
pressure differential. Increa.~ing the weight of material from 
which the bag is fabricated reduces this quantity. 

Two siz~:s of breather bags have been designed spe~;i.lic

ally for CA rooms and have been tested to determine their 
pressure-volume characteristics. One of these breather bags 
is illustrated in Fig. 2. The large bag has a 3 X lo-ft top 
and a depth of 7 ft at equilibrium; the smaller bag has a 
3 X 5 ft top and a 7-ft depth. Both bags were fabricated 
from 12 mil (0.012 in) vinyl sheeting. The pressure-vol
ume characteristics of these bags are illustrated in foig. 3. 

The size of breather bag required for a given CA storage 
wilt depend on the air exchanged per temperature cycle. 
This is a function of the si~e of the room, the temperature 
differential of the thermostat and the refrigeration capacity 
in relation to the storage size. In making a design for gen
eral application the following average conditions will be 
used: thermostat differential, 2 F; cubic feet of atmosphere 
per cubic foot of storage volume, u.<55. The resulting volume 
change per 1000 cu ft of storage is 2.6 cu ft per 2 F tem
perature change. Referring to Fig. 3 it is found that the 
large bag (Curve A) will give up about 60 cu ft under the 

design conditions and is sufficient to take r.are of a 23,000-
cu ft room and the small bag (Curve B) is adequale for a 
9~00-cu ft storage. 

A breather. bag will not be of value in reducing room 
leakage if the connecting robing and fittings require large 
pressure differentials to move the air from the bag to the 
room. The effect of an undersized connecting tube was 
pointed out by Pflug and Southwick ( 3). It is recom
mended Lhat a 3-in J.D. duct be used to connect the breather 
bag to the storage room. This duct should be as short as pos
sible with minimum numher of bends or elbows. If the con
ditions of the installation call for a long duct or several 
elbows, the dut.t should be sized for the particular installa
tion using a design p1essure drop uf 0.005 in of water and 
duct friction data contained in the ASHVE Guide ( l). 

The breather bag should be conntLted to the room at a 
point where it will not be subjected to negative or posi:i;e 
pressures created by the evaporator fans. Some type of ngtd 
perforated duct should be used in the bag to prevent the 
wllapsing bag from sealing the outlet when the CA storage 
room.mpidly withdraws air from the bag. 
Summary 

The s~lection of the proper size of breather bag and con
necting duct for a CA fruit or vegetable storage has been 
outlined and the operation of the bag explained. The 
breather bag arts tu reJuce air leakage due to temperature 
cycling and at the same time acts a.s a safety device for the 
room. In general, a properly sized and installed breather 
bag may reduce the leakage from temperature cycles by 50 
percent; however, the breather bag will not reduce lenlcage 
from pressure differentials induced by evaporator fans, wind 
or changing barometric pressures. 
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